
1. Phonology and transcription

1.1 Phonemes

Figure 1 gives the Binukid phonemes and their point of articulation:
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A hyphen (-) marks it word medially when it occurs following a consonant, for example:

hab'Ung /habug/ 'mildew'

A grave accent (^) is written over the vowel which precedes a glottal in word or syllable final position,

example:
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2.1.2 Assimilation

The nasal (N-) of the iN- prefix assimilates to the point of articulation of the consonant it precedes

with the exception of the glottal stop and h which are preceded by n, for example:

palit
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When stems ending in 'eC-, u'uC- or uiuC- are sufHxed, the vowel preceding the C- is lost and the

glottal (*) or / and C- metathesize, for example:

katuen

know

pulus

benefit

/katu'en/ + -a/i

+ma- -^--anen ==

katun-an /katun*an/

know something

mapuslanen

useful

With affixation of more than one suffix, the first of which is -en, to stems ending in «'«, the final u of

the root and the e of the first suffix are lost and the glottal (*) and n of the first suffix metathesize, for

example:

pinuu

sit

/pinu'u/ + -en + -ay + -a pinun-aya /pinun'yaV

chair

2.1.5 Change of ^ to r

When stems ending in d are suffixed, the d becomes r, for example:

belad *dry in sun* +-<?/i = belaren 'something drying in the sun'

2.1.6 Stress shift

With suffixation the stress shifts to the new penult of the word, for example:

kdgat 'bite' 4--en = kagdten *bitc something'

lebeng 'bury* -^--anan = lebengdnan 'grave'

2.1.7 Contractions

Contractions resulting from partial or total syllable loss freely fluctuate with their uncontracted forms,

for example:

gaid

dini
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